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Bihui is a literary journal with strong chracteristics of modernism as the rise of 
modernist literature in Taiwan. However, after the 1960’s when modernism became 
the mainstream of Taiwan's literary scene, the researchers are mostly concerned about 
Modern Literature, rarely mentioned Bihui. From the diachronic point of view, Bihui 
is the starting magazine of Wenji series which plays an important role in the 
development process of Taiwan’s contemporary literature. Bihui involved into the 
mainstream of the times, showing obvious characteristics of modernist literature, and 
then changed into left-wing faction of realism, different from Modern Literature. This 
distinction and transition, even can be seen at the period of Bihui. The track and 
reasons are the main issue that we need to discuss. 
The paper first describes the chracteristics of modernism in literature, painting, 
music etc, re-evalued its efforts and contributions during the 1960’s modernist 
literature movement. At the same time, try to find the differences between Bihui and 
the other magazines at the same period, look for the reasons that Bihui and Wenji 
series change from modernism into the left wing of local factions. On the one hand, 
Bihui has strong chracteristics of modernism which affected by the trend of the times, 
on the other hand, for the purpose of “Times, Youthful, Chinese”, it emphasizes the 
relationship between literature and times, opposes against literature from reality, 
stresses literature describing life, human nature, showing realism and humanitarian 
tendencies; it has a strong critical, dare to criticize the ugly and social ills; it denies 
“total westernization”, adopts a dialectical attitude to treat of Chinese and western 
cultures, opposes westernization, but also against the retro, attaching importance to 
traditional Chinese culture; not only pays close attention to the European and 
American modernist literature, but also some edge themes, such as works of black 
writers, Taiwan minority subjects, Japanese literature as part of Asian literature etc. 
Even American literature, Bihui also has a great interesting in realist such as John Dos 















addition to modernist literature, is the signs that Bihui and Wenji series turn to left 
wing of local paties, it affects the literature selection of Wenji series, which is the 
focus of the paper. 
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